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* approximate mad e * central hit themm 
alar array of teat random ~~ridh {S”j, 0s j< k,, 
ed on a probability space (0, ). That is, 
sequence of sub-o-fields of 
ble random variable on 0 with & 0 aRCi Xnj ZZZ Snj w 
as nt0s. The following is essential& a restatement of
3.2 in Wall and Heyde (1980). 
eorem 1. S~ppuse that the foNowing conditions hold: 
N af zero irt the real line 
ive random variable 
are nutted; thst is, 
), where 
nr 
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expectation and martingale are generally without meaning, Bingham (1986) intro- 
duced an ‘approximate martingale condition’ to replace (2). In the case of the real 
line this condition says that, for some “local inner product’ g on R2, 
(6) 
holds for every y E 08. 
For the purposes of this article it is not necessary to explain precisely what is 
meant by a local inner product, but it is sufficient o note that every function g : R2 -+ R 
of the form 
-Ay ifx+-A, 
g(x, Y) = xy ifIxl<A, y~lJ3, 
Ay ifx>A 
for some positive constant A is a local inner product on IR’. 
In the case of the real line, the Theorem in Bingham (1986) says the following. 
Theorem 2. Let g be a local inner product on R2 and suppose that (l), (6), (7) and 
(4) hold where 
for every y E R, ,Z, g(xnj9Y)2 z @y’ asn+W, (7) *= 
where @ is a nonnegative random variable (independent ofy). Then the same conclusion 
holds as in Theorem 1. 
From Theorem 2 we can deduce the following. 
heorem 3, Suppoie that ( I), (8), (3) and (4) hold, where, for some bounded neighbour- 
hood M of zero in 
conclusion holds as in 7Reorem 1. (Here and elsewhere I( l ) denotes 
~~~t~on.) 
et be such that (8) holds and choose a local inner product such that 
g(x, y) = .wy for all x E M and y E R. (We only need take A > sup{lxl: x E M} in the 
discussion above.) Define 
x:, :== if k E M for all k <j, 
0 otherwise; 
P(X,S # Xl, for some j, t S jS k,) 
forsomej)-,O as-+ 
we have 
array with difkrences 
P([Snk ~x]nF)-P([S$s~x]RF)-+O asn=+a 6a 
Hence, in order to prove Theorem 3 it is enough to show that 
assumptions of Theorem 2. 
By (9), (1) holds for the {X$}. AJSO (7) holds, since 
P 
( 
i g(X&yJ2f : x2 
j=l C-1 I)"> 
s P(Xmj ti M for some j). 
Moreover, 
E[X’,l(XLjE M)I -aI= t(kj)EIXmj IcXnj E M)I sm.j-13 
where Bmj := [Xnk E M for evev Therefore the { Xt) inherit property 
(8) from the { Xnj}. For a fixed y 
IElg(X&,y)-X’,y* l(X$e M)IsnJ-rll 
s E[Ig(XLj,y)ll(xLj@ M)Isn,j-11s~. P(XLjg MIsn.j-,) 
where c:= SUP,,~ Ig(x, y)l C 00. Therefore 
E i? IEMXLj,Y)l 
I 
,j-t]l- i IE[XLjY l 1(X$ E M)f gn.j-1)li 
j==l j=l ! 
SC* t P(XkjE M)=c* P(Xmje M forsomej)+O as n+m. 
J-1 
Here we used the fact that the events ([ Xkj g M]: j = 1,2, . . . , k,} are pairwise 
disjoint with union [Xmj M for some j]. 
Thus the { XLj} satisfy 6) and Theorem 3 follows from ‘Theorem 2. 
We shall now shov. that T’! *r)rern I can be 
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1, let 
zero in R and define Xij and SLj as in the 
enough to prove that S& has the required asy 
eorem 3. Again it i 
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Now the {XLj) inherit from the {Xnj} the martingale difference property (2j and 
therefore 
=E 5 IX~jIl(X~jti M) (maxIXL# : l(X$E M) 
j=l i j=l 1 
G E[(max IXnjl) l l(X”j g M for some j)] 
s [E(max Xij) l P(Xnje M for some j)]“* 
i 
by the Cauchy-Schwan inequality 
+O asn+m, using (1) and (5). 
n particular, (8) holds foj* the (Xl,) and the proof is complete. 
Corresponding to the Corollary in Bingham (1986), condition (4) can be replaced 
throughout by the assumption that there exists m such that @ is Z&,-measurable 
for all suficiently large n, provided we restrict the conclusions to the case F = f2. 
The above provides an interesting insight into the martingale central imit theorem 
heorem 1) from which we started. It seems that the global centring provided by 
martingale condition ) is not what is really required to make the theorem 
work. Instead the centri needs to be achieved loenlry near 0. Assumin 
approximate marti ale condition (6), or the similar condition (8), 
rom this viewpoint the purpose of the rathe 
striction (5) is now seen to be to ensure that th 
n be associated with an approximate martin ale array which has 
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